
Boosted Tech Skills 

Brightened Future 



We create an educational community for the youth to master

the new-age skills required to tackle the changing job landscape.

Hub21 offers courses across coding, game development,

blockchain, and many more.

 

What we do?

We provide a space to learn while having fun through

personalized and highly-engaging tech-programs. Our courses

are guided by passionate tutors from top Universities. 

How we do it?



The traditional education system is not sufficient enough to prepare the

younger generations for the new digital world. Our mission is to act as a solid

bridge between conventional education and the innovative world by sparking

curiosity towards tech skills and digital literacy with the best tutors there are. 

Our Mission

Our Vision

Every child has the superpowers to become the creators of the new digital

world, instead of turning into ordinary consumers. We believe in using their

immense potential now, and get them ready for the future where digital

literacy and tech skills will be in charge.



Best of the Both Worlds. Blended Learning For Students! 

We created a perfect balance of face-to-face and online learning for the best outcome. Near-peer

system, enriched content and summer camps await the youth 

Our Tutors Rock! Young, Talented and Inspiring

More than just tutors, our team is both a friend and a role model to the students. Add strong technical

skills and an extraordinary background in STEM fields to the list, there you have the best of the best! 

Made-to-Measure Curriculum. Custom Fit for Students` Needs 

We know that one size does not fit all. Our curriculums are tailored to provide for the students’

unique needs, interests and skills, so they can improve faster. 

Our  Offer
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Online  Private Tutoring on Tech Subjects

Our  Programs

Hub21 helps students to improve their tech skills guided by passionate tutors

from top universities. We create a personalized curriculum for each student

considering their unique needs, strengths, and interests, unlike the 'one size

fits all' approach.

Our method centers on private online lessons with passionate tutors. We offer

a fully integrated curriculum curated by Hub21 Team and tested by Hub21

students.
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Our  Programs

In-person summer camps are organized in various locations around the south of

Turkey each year. We provide an environment for our students to develop their

creative skills limitlessly by interacting with their peers, under the guidance of

our experienced tutor team. Our students code their own drones while

stepping into the programmers’ world, build Da Vinci Bridge to explore magical

Physics Laws, and learn how chemical reactions work attempting scientific

experiments. 

A summer full of tech, science, fun, and friendship!

Summer Tech Camps

Locations
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Our  Programs

We believe in the flexible balance of online and in-person learning. For that

reason we offer in person sessions according to content. 

With the help of HUB21 courses, our students are able to create their own

portfolios including video games, websites, and mobile apps. They learn about

the new technology trends such as AI, machine learning, NFTs, and blockchain.

In Person Weekend & Bootcamp Programs

Locations
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Summer Tech Camps Weekend Programs Online Programs

For More

Our  Programs

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1rXSRiUO64Ru0tcdvC2iGQ
https://youtu.be/l-T3ZC_VRck
https://youtu.be/J7MhjZ6JHf4
https://youtu.be/l-T3ZC_VRck
https://youtu.be/VB0leGSjlyQ


Our  Tutors

Computer Science or Engineering students 

Passionate in Coding or Game Development 

Trained by experienced tutors` tutorials 

Certificated by Hub21

Teaching according to their interest at their available times

Best tutors from top
universities



Our Curriculum

Specifically designed for children aged between 7 to 17

12 tech topics, 32 levels

+350 hours of tutoring content, +150 hours of self-study challenges

Adaptable according to students` pace and interest

Focused on real world subjects

Supported by challenges between tutoring sessions

Personalized Project Based
Curriculum 

Subjects



Our Social Responsibility Project

Hub21 for Girls 

Hub21 for Girls focuses specifically on girls aged 10 to 17 to

tackle the bias surrounding women in tech and reinforce

excitement for STEM.

We desire to encourage our female students to pursue careers

in engineering by giving them equal chances with their male

counterparts, introducing them to STEAM concepts and

showing them the right role models with physical and live

online classes.

Partners



Our Social Responsibility Project

Female Role Models

We are introducing female students to the right role models

and actively encouraging them. During our programs they meet

our students every week for a year.

 

In Two Years

Despite the pandemic, we reached out more than 100 students

from economically disadvantaged regions in Turkey. We aim to

increase this number all around the world.



From Hub21 Parents



From Hub21 Parents

‘’Efe started to understand little by little how computer games are made, which is the inevitable end of the

era and that children love, and he has even started to make his own game, created his own animation and

character with the Scratch program. He gains such good experiences in finding results, questioning,

evaluating alternatives, and not giving up in lessons that he gains much more than a game, I can clearly

observe this! "

‘’If we were in a cartoon, I would be seeing the starry eyes and sparks coming

out of his brain after each coding class :) As a parent, it makes me happy to

see him that hyped and energized about learning something new.’’

"The options over Dubai are numerous, however, none of the previous experiences have

matched the same warmth and engagement level even starting from the trial lesson.

That was also identified by my son and he choose to be with Hub21 by himself."

İbrahim Turfanda,  Medical Director- Global Brand Development, Trulicity

Banu Akca,  Co-Founder of Urbancircle

Ipek Evci,  Influencer



info@thehub.com

@thehub.21 @thehub21 thehub21.com

120 - 132 East Road London, UK

Kolektif House Maslak Ahi Evran Caddesi,
Maslak 4234485 Sarıyer, Istanbul

https://www.instagram.com/thehub.21/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/thehub21
https://www.thehub21.com/

